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Brief description of Advanced Technology airport winter operations
Elimination of hazardous and corrosive chemicals
Aviation Safety Industries, located in Houston, Texas has developed an innovative and comprehensive
'Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft' for improved deicing efficiency. The innovative element of
the plan being: Essentially eliminating entirely the costly, hazardous, and corrosive deicing chemicals
and subsequently the high cost of recovering and cleanup of the chemicals currently in use today by
the aviation industry. The comprehensive element of the plan being: The principal protocol of the
design criteria is absolute compliance of the Federal Aviation Administration's new/revised guidelines
and regulation issued August 5, 2016 for the winter of 2016-2017 deicing/anti-icing operations. In
addition, the proposed method successfully incorporates into all aspects of the design, the invaluable
extensive government research reports, analysis, recommendations and regulatory guidelines of the
FAA sponsored Airport Cooperative Research Program and the Environmental Protection Agency
addressing all known issues and deficiencies of current deicing method and practices throughout the
aviation industry for the revitalization and restructuring of airports and airlines winter operation deicing
efforts. By strictly adhering to and complying with the invaluable resource of information provided by
the governing aviation agencies, approval of this program should be forthcoming.
ASI Innovative Deicing Apparatus
The improvements in deicing efficiency are due to a specifically designed unilateral system for the
method and practices of deicing aircraft for all cold climate airports of the United States. Specifically
designed and engineered are three unimagined U.S. patented deicing apparatuses to facilitate our
innovative perspective plan for a clean eco-friendly, economic, expedient, snow and ice control plan for
aircraft winter operations. The principal integral component that differentiates our devices from other
deicing apparatuses, is the method plan and equipment proposed provides a reduction in deicing cycle
time, ensuring even at the busiest international airports, the capability of maintaining regularly
scheduled flight departure intervals with only minimal delays during extreme weather conditions.
Ensuring the airworthiness of the aircraft and passenger safety is priority one. Confidence of the
aircrafts airworthiness prior to takeoff is due to a state-of-the-art ice detection and communication
system.
FAA Aircraft communications - Data Link
FAA: "Communication among all personnel involved in the deicing/anti-icing of an air carrier's aircraft is
critical to ensure that the pilot has the information needed to make the final determination that the
aircraft is free of adhering contamination before flying" FAA: "Long-range plans are underway to
employ aircraft communications addressing and reporting System (ACARS) data link system of aircraft
to relay deicing formation to the flight crew".
Threshold Deicing
EPA: "Centralized Deicing Facility restricts aircraft deicing to a small area, with a "Fixed Base of
Operations" (FBOs) located at the head of runways, deicing may be completed just prior to takeoff,
resulting in Type IV anti-icing fluids may not be necessary due to shorter holdover times". FAA: ACRP
describes this method as "Threshold Deicing". Threshold deicing is based on the use of deicing pads
located near the threshold of the departure runways. Aircraft ground deicing activities at threshold
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deicing sites have been proven to be operationally effective and provide numerous benefits. Including
limiting the need of thickened anti-icing fluids due to the reduced time from end of deicing until actual
aircraft takeoff. Eliminating toxic chemical pollution from being dispersed from the aircraft over the
airport, and beyond the confines of an airport. Reduce the need for repeat deicing as holdover times
are less likely to be exceeded.

Airports/Airlines current method and the practice of deicing/anti-icing aircraft.
"Air Travel's Next Frontier: De-icing That Doesn't Take Forever”
A February 2015 article by Justin Bachman states. "Even when you're on the plane and ready to go, the
ritual deicing conga line can add plenty of extra, maddening time to a flight. Board, taxi, line up, wait,
inch ahead, wait, be sprayed, mosey out to the runway. If there's particularly hellacious congestion, your
pilot might be forced to return for a second treatment. De-icing as we know it many years creates timeconsuming bottlenecks at big airports, caused enormous sums of chemicals and infrastructure, and then
poses the environmental problem of managing millions of gallons of chemicals. "Isn't there a better
way. Several fatal accidents are attributed to ice buildup. There are technologies that will probably
replace the current paradigm of spraying fluids (chemicals) on the aircraft, it is but none is coming to
an airport soon. It's frustrating that progress is so slow in many areas and new technologies are hard to
adapt, especially in government agencies. Every 25 to 30 years something radical changes the aviation
industry, and the same goes for aircraft de-icing" said a chief executive of a major supplier of de-icing
and anti-icing chemicals. When you're sitting on a cramped, stuffy flight watching pink goo slide down
the window, you might well wonder when technology will render the whole exercise obsolete. Why are
you still sitting on the tarmac getting de-iced, the way you were in the last storm and the one before
that-the way passengers were three decades ago. I'm sure that one day we will find a better de-icing or
anti-icing system. Until then the industry operates on another truism , If it's not broken, don't fix it".

The ineffectiveness of glycol type I used for deicing.
Ethylene Glycol Heat-Transfer Fluid Type I, a temperature stabilizer, commonly referred to as an
"Aircraft Deicing Fluid" (ADF) throughout the aviation industry, including the FAA, is not in any sense of
the word a "deicing" fluid, but rather a fluid utilized in conjunction with deicing efforts. The only
practical use of ethylene glycol- based type I in deicing operation is to prevent the blended water/glycol
wet mixture remaining on the aircraft surface after deicing is completed, from reforming to ice, by
lowering the freeze point of the mixture to 18°F below outside air temperature for a prescribed
holdover time (HOT) interval while the aircraft waits for stage II of the operation, application of
propylene glycol-based type IV anti-icing formulas, or taxis to separate stage II operation area for the
application procedure.
Ethylene glycol-based type I works in the same way in its effort to maintain a stabilized temperature of
liquids, as does anti-freeze/coolant. Like automobile antifreeze, the so-called "Aircraft Deicing Fluids"
are aqueous solutions of a glycol, or mixture of glycols, along with proprietary additives. Depending on
the formulation required, the additives might include a surfactant polymer thickening agent, pH buffer,
corrosion inhibitor, flame retardant, or dye. The use of glycol type I (a fluid temperature stabilizer) in an
attempt to melt ice and snow by applying the product directly to the ice and snow on an aircraft,
actually inhibits the melting of ice and snow. Glycol type I fluid blended with water (usually a 50/50
blend) heated to 140°F, is 35% less effective than heated water alone. The misunderstanding of the
properties of Glycol type I, and its prescribed use is prevalent throughout the entire aviation industry.
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Glycol formulas DO NOT melt ice. The widely accepted myth about this products practical prescribed
use is due to the misinterpretation of the trade name "Aircraft Deicing Fluids" not being a descriptive
name of the functionality of the product. An example of this is in a recent article published on an
airports web site, of an interview with the supervisor in charge of deicing aircraft. Referring to an
aircraft being disabled for some time in an ice storm accumulated and extreme amount of ice, he states
seemingly in a bragging way the efforts employed to remove ice from this aircraft. "The deicing of this
aircraft required the use of 11,000 gallons of 50% blended glycol/water solution". At a cost of $5.00 $7.00 per gallon, this operation cost nearly $70,000. This is a costly misunderstanding of functionality
of Glycol. Applying reasonable knowledge of the practical use of Glycol type I, 4000 gallons of heated
water alone would have been sufficient to melt the ice on this aircraft in the same amount of time.
With the aircraft being ice free, a final rinse with less than 1000 gallons, a typical amount of a blended
glycol/water solution would have been sufficient. Throughout our extensive research and study of the
practical uses for Glycol, we have found no claim by any chemical company or supplier that Glycol type
I in any way aids in the melting of snow or ice. The only manufacturers snow melting prescribed use of
Glycol type I for the melting of snow and ice is within a closed Snow Melting System, whereby the
heated blend of the Glycol formula is circulated through a closed system of coils embedded within
paving. The ineffective use of glycol in deicing operations at the quantity being showered on aircraft
today at a cost of $6.50 per gallon bulk rate is at best ludicrous, wasting millions of dollars per year.
Although some of the run off this toxic product is recovered and recycled at a few airports, having
installed a $17 million recovery deicing pad, the bulk of this multi-million dollar expense, for lack of
better words is being poured down the drain.
Steve Ritter, of C&EN Chemical and Engineering News writes (RE: Volume 79, number 1 ) "Deicers work
to break up snow or ice so that it can be removed more easily. The chemicals work by dissolving slowly
on contact to create a brine, with the heat of solvation for some chemicals helping to melt the ice or
snow. Anti-icers work to keep water from freezing or refreezing." (Slowly is a gross understatement, this
process could take hours) "Deicer performance is measured by holdover time, which is the length of
time an aircraft can wait after being treated prior to takeoff. For Type I fluids, the holdover time is only
about five minutes, so the aircraft has to take off right away or else wait to be deiced again."

Why pilots hate to deice.
Published articles of comments and concerns reported by pilots. "We arranged for deicing and antiicing, then we boarded and waited. We sat for a while, after about thirty minutes I radioed about our
deicing. The reply I received left me dumbfounded. He already did it about twenty minutes ago. Huh?
The deicer had come up behind the aircraft, sprayed it twice and never communicated with me. We
blew through our holdover time while we sat thinking it hadn't been started. Fortunately I was able to
negotiate a second procedure for free with the manager."
"Deicing is a pain........" all fluids have a holdover time chart. The concept is simple: look at the chart and
compare air temperature, type of fluid, concentration of fluid, type of precipitation, intensity, moon
phase and the third letter of your first born child's name to calculate how long the fluid should protect.
Oh, wait... Don't forget to check all the tiny asterisked note below the chart. If the precipitation is ice
pellets, there's a whole other set of rules."
"I'm going out to check the wings. I'll be right back." "Let me know what you think after you do your
walk-around." The ramp was like a skating rink. At the bottom of the jet-bridge steps, I slipped and
almost fell. I spent the entire walk around shuffling and taking baby steps. It was not an ideal time to be
working at half speed, it was 27° and winds were gusting to 25kts. When it's snowing, deicing
operations at the airport moves at half speed, so that's the dilemma, we need to hurry but we can't".
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"The procedures are different at every airport. Every airport has their own little way of doing things.
Some airport authorities allow a plane to be deiced on the ramp or taxiway. Then, there are the airports
with the dedicated deicing pads with long lines to use them. Some deicing crews allow the engines to
remain running. Others require shutdown. Airport procedures requiring a shutdown steal precious
minutes from our holdover time. In addition, too often it's a race against time, the process sometimes
takes way too long. After we pushed from the gate, we didn't taxi for 40 minutes. It took that long for
the aircraft to be "free and clear" of all frozen precipitation.
Airports/Airlines current two-stage method of deicing/anti-icing common practice, whereby aircraft are
deiced (stage one), the aircraft is then being treated with a protective coating of, propylene glycolbased type IV (C3H802) anti-icing formulas (stage two). The practice of anti-icing aircraft, a necessity of
this typical method, by which aircraft coated with anti-icing fluid then taxis to the tarmac line-up of
numerous aircraft awaiting advancement to the head position in the lineup for clearance to commence
the takeoff roll. This is seemingly a very efficient method of preventing ice contamination buildup,
especially on the wings of the aircraft. Unfortunately, however this is not the case when the elapsed
time of application to the head of tarmac line-up exceeds the holdover time performance of the type IV
anti-icing, in this case the aircraft would be removed from the line-up, deiced again and anti-icing fluid
reapplied, resulting in a substantial delay of that flight. Another problem exists with this anti-icing
procedure, during a weather event of freezing drizzle, light freezing rain and or rain on cold soaked
wings, addressed in the Various Weather Conditions section of the FAA Holdover Time Guidelines table
reduces regulatory holdover time dramatically. Respectively for the weather conditions listed, in hours
and minutes 0:13 to 0:02 with an outside air temperature of 27°F and above, no holdover time
guidelines exist for weather conditions of heavy snow, ice pellets, moderate freezing rain, and small hail
with an outside air temperature of 0°C (32°F) and below. FAA guidelines cautions indicate that the time
of protection will be shortened by jet blast. The FAA list of variables that may affect holdover times
include: "Aircraft surface (skin) temperature; operation in close proximity to other aircraft. Wind velocity
and direction". The cumulative jet blast from one aircraft to another lined up on the tarmac for
extended period of time, in some cases 20 to 30 minutes at a busy international airport, accelerate
fluid degradation by reducing the lowest on-wing viscosity (LOWV) of glycol type IV, applied cold for the
longevity of the adhesion of the cold fluid to the aircraft surface. Another FAA guidelines cautions
indicate that time of protection will be reduced when an aircraft skin temperature lower than outside
air temperature. The benefit of the use of this toxic chemical to ensure and certify the airworthiness of
an aircraft for takeoff is minimum during weather events of very light to light wet conditions.
The EPA estimates that during typical wet-weather conditions, 150 to 1000 gallons of ADF may be used
on a single commercial jet. An estimated 1000 to 4000 gallons may be needed to deice a commercial
jet during severe weather conditions. Chemical companies have reported annual glycol sales in the
United States of 86,000,000 gallons.
Other than the economical reasoning for abandoning the use of propylene glycol-based type IV antiicing fluid operations at airports as stated above, are five extremely detrimental impacts, 1- Toxic
chemical pollution concentration beyond the confines of an airport. 2-Environmental impact.
3- Human Health; Passengers, flight crew, toxic chemical handling operation employees and public
health risk. 4- Aircraft Mechanical Failure. 5- Passenger and flight crew safety factor.
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Hazardous chemical environment impact
1. Toxic chemical pollution concentration beyond the confines of an airport.
EPA and FAA current regulations are presumably inadvertently, in one way or another regardless are
allowing aircraft to takeoff from airports covered with this highly toxic thickened chemical. As the
aircraft ascends over nearby communities and farmlands the anti-icing material begins to un-adhere,
dislodge and becomes airborne, raining down on unsuspecting humans and environmentally sensitive
areas. After this harmful and toxic residue becomes re-hydrated by rain or irrigation it will enter the soil
and consequently thereby entering our food source.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water (4303T) publication EPA-821-r-12-00.
1.3 Airport Deicing Chemical Dispersion in the Environment.
EPA's analysis of baseline pollutant loadings to the environment assumed that 75% of type I fluids fall to
the ground at application sites. Because type IV fluids are designed to remain on the aircraft until takeoff, EPA assumes that only 10% of these fluids fall to the ground at the point of application. The
remainder of these fluids disperse in areas beyond the application site. Anti-icing type IV fluid pollution
can be shed over an enormous area surrounding a busy airport, diminishing of course, in a radius of at
least 24 miles from an altitude of about 3500 ft.

2. Environmental Impact
PA-821-r-12-00.-1.4 Environmental Impacts from Airport Deicing Operation Discharges. The EPA has
identified a number of cases in which airport deicing operation discharges to the environment have
affected water quality, aquatic ecosystems, and human use of aquatic resources. Identify impacts
include: Reductions in dissolved oxygen levels in water bodies receiving deicing stormwater;
Increased nutrient concentrations in water bodies receiving deicing stormwater;
Fish kills downstream of deicing stormwater outfalls;
Impact to aquatic ecosystems downstream of deicing storm water outfalls, including reductions in
organism abundance and diversity for elimination of the aquatic community;
Contamination of groundwater and surface drinking water resources;
Aesthetic impacts to surface waters, including foaming, noxious odors, and discoloration; and
complaints of headache and nausea by people exposed to deicing stormwater ogres. The oxygen
depletion potential of airport deicing operation discharges is many times greater than that of raw
sewage. The amount of ADF used to deice a single aircraft can range from a couple hundred to several
thousand gallons. Therefore, deicing a single aircraft can generate a BOD level greater than that of 1
million gallons of raw sewage.
3.5.3 Resources Located Downstream from Airport Deicing Discharge Outfalls.
EPA evaluated the potential of airport deicing discharges to impact the following resources: Ground
water aquifers; drinking water intakes from surface water sources; Federal Lands;
National, State, and local parks; and National Wildlife Refuge Areas.

3. Human health Risk
2.2.1.3 Human beings can be exposed to airport deicing product components through several
aquatic resource pathways exposure routes: Inhalation, ingestion, skin and/or eye contact.
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Target Organs: Eyes, skin, respiratory system, central nervous system, liver, and blood.
Symptoms: Pain and redness of the eyes, skin, nose, throat; nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, lassitude
(weakness, exhaustion); dizziness, stupor, convulsions, central nervous depression; skin sensitization,
headache, drowsiness, narcosis, cough, liver damage, anemia; reproductive effects, teratogenic effects,
gastrointestinal irritation, various cancers. Health Risk associated with the continued use of the
hazardous, toxic, chemicals and toxic additives, which are manufacturer specific trade secrets. While
manufacturers are not required to publicly name their additives, some are known, pose a higher health
risk than glycols alone.
Ethylene glycol - OSHA: Hazardous by definition of Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR
1910.1200). Increase in public and aviation industry employee awareness and knowledge of the
personal health risk directly attributed to the use of glycol at the rate that it is being dispensed into our
environment annually has been ascertained through public media coverage, government reporting
agencies and private associations reports, such as the US-Citizens Aviation Watch Association, Big
Green Radicals.com, the Natural Resource Defense Council, and numerous radical environmental
activists, including Jack Saporito of the AReCO (alliance of residents concerning O'Hare). A public outcry
in this country is "We need an investigation to be conducted by the legislature to determine why these
problems have been allowed to exist without a solution for so many years". The continued use of this
detrimental and hazardous chemical can now be classified as "Highly Controversial" and can be likened
to the Asbestos Crisis. The long-term, 62 year use of glycol for de/anti-icing of aircraft has resulted in a
countless number of past lawsuits, current lawsuits, future lawsuits pertaining to human exposure,
which may not be evident for years. Previous and future air catastrophe disaster wrongful death
lawsuits. These lawsuits are costing, collectively to all participants in the aviation industry, multibillion if
not trillions of dollars. The Natural Resource Defense Council sued the EPA in Federal Court, to force it
to limit toxic chemicals in drinking water. It is reasonable to assume the Cost of Doing Business as
Usual, by not eliminating glycol from the equation, will continue to escalate at an alarming rate, as well
the impact on our environment.
The EPA states in the "Source Water Protection Practices Bulletin" (EPA 816-f-02-018) dated August
2002. An estimated 21 million gallons of ADF ( 50% glycol concentration ) are discharged into surface
waters annually from airport deicing operations across the country, also an additional 2 million gallons
are discharged to publicly owned treatment works. Unless recycled recovered and treatment, deicing
agents will run off onto bare or agitated ground where they may travel through the soil and enter
groundwater, or run off into streams. Unprotected stormwater drains that discharge to surface water or
directly to the subsurface (i.e. to a dry well ) are also of concern. Ethylene and Propylene glycol can have
affects on aquatic life due to their high biological oxygen demand (BOD). Although pure ethylene
propylene glycols though aquatic toxicity, ethylene glycol exhibits toxicity in mammals, including
humans, with the potential to cause health problems such as neurological, cardiovascular, and
gastrointestinal and , serious birth defects, and even death when ingested in large doses. Additionally,
ethylene glycol is considered a hazardous pollutant (HAP), and is subject to reporting requirements
under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act ( CERCLA ).
Additives in deicing/anti-icing can be significantly more toxic to aquatic environment than glycols alone.
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'Aerotoxic Syndrome'
Aerotoxic Syndrome related to 'Bleed Air' (compressed air from a jet engine used to pressurize the
cabin) The lubricant and fluid material data sheets, chemical database information and regulations,
(e.g. REACH/CLP) provide a range of expected adverse health effects related to exposure to jet engine
contaminated air, upon inhalation and dermal exposure to heated synthetic jet engine oil and deicing
fluids. National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) "ethylene glycol vapor and mist can
be inhaled, particularly when the chemical is heated, agitated, or sprayed." Some in the industry claim
that the air really is filtered. Only the cabin re-circulated air is filtered through HEPA filters and offer no
protection to bleed air contamination events. The Boeing 787 air conditioning system architecture no
longer uses either engine or APU bleed air for pressurization and air conditioning. Non-bleed designs
should become mandatory on all future aircraft designs, until then we have the opportunity to
eliminate one toxic component from the equation, Glycol de/anti-icing fluids. Deicing incident December 24, 2008 - Seattle, Washington. Two deicing vehicles began deicing operation prior to the
flight crew configuring the aircraft for deicing. Shortly after, the Captain and flight crew noticed fumes
within the cabin and cockpit area. The flight crew instructed the deicing crew to discontinue deicing
operations and the flight crew performed the smoke removal checklist as the deicing operations
stopped. The flight crew started both engines and taxied back to the gate where the passengers and
flight crew exited the aircraft. The FAA has recently acknowledged that the airlines are not reporting
many events, as required.
Academies of Sciences' National Research Council stated that it is thought that bleed air can become
contaminated with chemicals including engine lubricating oils, hydraulic fluids, and deicing fluids and
their degradation products.
A flight attendant comments: "Often we had to open the doors to try to get the fumes out before the
passengers got on the plane." Normally the pilot will turn off the bleed air while the aircraft is being
deiced. If they forget, white fumes of ethylene glycol can enter the cabin.

OSHA Listening Meeting: Washington, D.C.
Every day flight attendants are exposed to occupational hazards that include toxic chemical. One
example of this: flight attendant Joan ( not her real name ) was standing next to the closed passenger
boarding door in the aircraft cabin during ground deicing operations. The deicing crew accidentally
sprayed the doors, and pressurized glycol-based fluid poured in through the door seals soaking her
head and shoulders. Joan was not trained to deal with this situation. Not sure what to do, she kept
working. By the time she got home, Joan had a severe headache, nausea, first-degree burns on her
head and shoulders and swollen eyelids. About seven hours after the exposure, she ended up in an
emergency room. The next day her AFA union representative reported the event to the FAA. Joan
believes that she should have the right to be provided the deicing fluid material and safety data sheet
that she could have taken to the emergency room.
Two months after the event when it appeared no action had been taken, Joan called the FAA's safety
hotline. In response, a cursory investigation found no evidence of a violation and recommended no
enforcement action. Now, more than 13 months after the incident, Joan is still not well enough to
work. FAA guidelines prohibit the spraying of glycol on doors and windows.
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Pilots are also being soaked with this toxic chemical in the same manner, through the cockpit window
seal, and exhibiting similar symptoms as Joan. Although FAA regulations prohibit aircraft windows from
being sprayed with glycol deicing fluid, it does occasionally occur, again accidentally. One reported
incident where the first officer, after being wet with glycol, became incapacitated during flight.
Fortunately, the Captain was not exposed to glycol deicing fluid.
A toxic exposure event affecting the pilots abilities like this one raises serious safety concerns. We must
imagine the unimaginable, both pilots becoming incapacitated.
After six years, airport employee's widow received workers comp and death benefits.
On April 21, 2016, a New York State Appeals Court recently ruled that the widow of an employee who
suffered a heart attack on the job is due workers compensation and death benefits. The employee,
worked as a process operator at an international airports glycol facility - which produces the liquid for
deicing aircraft, collapsed on the job after sustaining a myocardial infarction. He suffered brain damage
as a result and never regained consciousness. He died seven days later. The court cited, in its decision a
finding from a doctor will review the employees medical records and concluded that the employees
work environment and his work related activities were "significant contributing factor" to his heart
attack and resulting death.
Steven Corsi of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) study on the toxicity of ADFs introduced into the
environment, states that he and his colleagues found that the additives used to make anti-icers
( Propylene Glycol type IV ) or likely to blame for the higher toxicity found in runoff. Corsi's research
team, co-author Steven Geis, and organic chemist at the Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene, Ian
Hartwell of NOAA and others have called for the anti-icer manufacturers to make their ingredients
public, because until the chemicals are known, "these contaminants will be released without public
knowledge of their environmental impact" Corsi says "we can't study them properly to determine what
their true affects are, because we don't know what to study."
Toxicity units computed for glycol and these additives, with respect to fax payday of the ADAF
formulations, indicate that a portion of ADAF toxicity can be explained by the known additives and
glycol's, but much of the toxicity is due to the defined additives. 2006 American Chemical Society.
EPA: "Apart from safety, environmental protection is an important aspect of deicing. Besides the
mammalian toxicity of ethylene glycol, there is concern about aquatic toxicity of the glycols because
they can deplete dissolved oxygen in streams or lakes as they biodegrade. There also is concern over the
toxicity of urea and the additives, particularly tolyltriazoles used as corrosion inhibitors and flame
retardants. The Environmental Protection Agency requires airports to monitor storm water runoff, which
is usually controlled by local discharge permits. Depending on permits and economics, airports may
contain and treat storm water on-site, send it to a municipal wastewater treatment facility, have it
hauled away by a contractor to be treated or recycled, or discharge it untreated."
EPA: "Stricter regulations probably will force a reduction in the amount of chemicals used for
deicing/anti-icing in the coming years. A few airports are beginning to use deicing fluid recovery systems
to recycle the glycols and capture the additives. Others are looking to chemical-free alternatives for
deicing, such as using infrared light or hot air, installing electrically heated panels in aircraft wings, or
using cameras to detect which sections of an airplane need to be treated."
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The EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) proposed technology-based effluent limitation guidelines
(ELG's) and new source performance standards under the Clean Water Act for discharge from airport
deicing operations. These requirements would apply to wastewater associated with the deicing of
aircraft and air field pavement at primary commercial airports, and will likely focus on COD limitations.
COD, or chemical oxygen demand, can be described as the amount of action required for the total
chemical breakdown of organic substances in water. Although many airports recover spent deicing
fluid, some are still discharged into waterways where it breaks down then pulls oxygen from the water.
Even though these proposed ELDs are still in the commentary phase, placing stricter standards on
deicing related discharge will be a significant challenge to the entire airline industry. New airports with
10,000 annual departures located in certain cold climate zones are required to collect only 60% of
aircraft deicing fluid after deicing. Airports that discharge the collected aircraft deicing fluid directly to
waters of the U.S. must also meet numeric discharge requirements for chemical oxygen demand.
Unlike Propylene Glycol-Based fluids blended with water (usually a 50-50 blend) heated to 140°, type IV
Glycol is applied cold, not blended with water to maintain the viscosity for adhesion to the aircraft
surface to prevent ice from forming, especially on the wings. Type IV anti-icing Glycol is described as
being a sticky thick syrup type substance. This is seemingly a very efficient method of prevention of ice
contamination, properly utilizing a specifically designed chemical. Unfortunately, however this is not
the case when the anti-icing is applied with the aircraft located at the terminal gate some distance from
the tarmac where aircraft lineup for departure. In some cases the elapsed time from the application to
the tarmac exceeds the holdover time performance of the type IV anti-icing, in this case the aircraft
would have to be deiced again and reapply anti-icing. Another problem exists with this anti-icing
procedure. Usually a total of nine aircraft will lineup on the tarmac waiting for departure at a busy
international airport. Each aircraft would be in this lineup for 30 to 40 min. behind as many as eight
aircraft.

4. Aircraft Mechanical Failure Impact.
Boeing Service Engineering
Joel D. Hille, Lead Engineer, Boeing Service Engineering. Reports. "Airplane deicing and anti-icing fluids
can leave residue in the critical areas of the wings and stabilizers. This residue can rehydrate and expand
into a gel-like material that can freeze during flight and cause restrictions in the flight control system,
which could result in airplane controllability issues on one or more flight axes. The use of thickened
deicing/anti-icing fluids ( Types I, II or IV) can remain in aerodynamically quiet areas and accumulate
over time. This has been known to cause problems that may degrade the airworthiness of an airplane."
Boeing issued a multi-model service letter (No. 737-SL-12-014) in January 2000 that advised operators
about the potential for deicing/anti-icing fluid residue problems. Keeping airplanes airworthy during
winter operation now involves more than inspecting for snow and ice on the wings and stabilizers. It
also involves inspecting of and removing the deicing anti-icing fluid residue in hidden places in the
wings and stabilizers, adding to the operational cost of using glycol for deicing/anti-icing. General
proportions during deicing operations dictate that deicing/anti-icing fluid should not be sprayed on or
in any way come in contact with the landing gear, wheels, or brake assemblies. Unfortunately, this does
not ensure the absence of glycol in this critical area. Due to the fact that the accumulation of snow and
ice slush mixed with deicing fluids, especially anti-icing fluid on the paving of a deicing area during
deicing operations. Will unavoidably be rolled up into the landing gear area as the aircraft moves from
the area. I have video evidence of a particular deicing/anti-icing operation performed at a single
designated area, whereby aircraft are repeatedly taxiing through what appears to be 3 feet deep slush
containing glycol residue. The results of allowing this residue to enter into the landing gear area by any
means is not allowed, this contamination can also degrade the airworthiness of an airplane for reasons
similar to that of the flight control issues.
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FAA / ACRP facts report
ACRP ( Airport Cooperative Research Program sponsored by the FAA ) report 45, fact sheet 46 dated
April 2011 states: application of type IV anti-icer may result in the formation of a residue that poses a
potential aircraft safety risk. ACRP report 14, fact sheet 21, dated April 2009 describes the purposes of
utilizing a "Centralized Deicing Facility" also known as a "Fixed Base of Operations" ( FBOs ). The ACRP
Report recommends the two-step stage of deicing aircraft, step one being deicing and step two antiicing, which is the standard method of operation utilized at all airports today, be increased to a threestep procedure to include a final deicing operation to remove the anti-icing residue, and any snow,
frost, and ice contamination. The third and final stage of the deicing operation would be performed at a
close proximity to the takeoff runway, within 3 minutes of departure. ( 3 minutes protection time,
being the general consensus in the industry, that an aircraft surface will not accumulate an amount of
snow, frost, or ice that would lessen an aircrafts airworthiness. ) 3 minutes is also the maximum
recommended elapsed time between step one deicing and step two anti-icing. It has been argued
within the industry, that this three-minute assumption, in both cases, does not consider all possible
weather conditions, or the adequacy of the fluid freeze point buffer. Step three, the final cleaning,
hosing off of type IV anti-icing utilizing heated water only, should also include, while using heated water
only, removal of glycol residue buildup within the flight control systems. This necessary measure of
ensuring the airworthiness of an aircraft utilizing this procedure, the first one I think substantially
increases the already high cost of continued use of glycol for deicing operations.

4. Passenger and flight crew safety
Pilot error, ascertaining ice contamination
This minimal protection capability of this method to ensure an aircraft is contaminant free during
weather events of moderate to heavy conditions in some cases are being misconstrued by the flight
crew, resulting in a false sense of security by the flight crew that the aircraft would be ice free at the
end of the runway.

Fatal catastrophes due to aircraft wing icing
Such would be the case of USAir flight 405. Before taking off in the blinding snowstorm and crashing
into Flushing Bay, the two pilots of this flight spent most of a half-hour talking uneasily about the
inadequacies of procedures for removing ice from airplanes' wings at LaGuardia airport, according to
the transcript of conversations recorded in the plane's cockpit. In the final minutes before takeoff, the
two pilots implicitly criticized deicing procedures at LaGuardia. In the transcript, the co-pilot John J.
Rachuba, said: "Looks pretty good to me from what I can see" " Yeah," the pilot, Capt. Wallace J.
Majure, answered. Everything appeared normal until the last nine seconds before hitting the runway.
As the machine recorded the first impact the pilot said only "God." Then: "Come on." There were no
other words. The time pressure of losing their takeoff spot in line, the economic loss from a prolonged
delay and loss of passengers, and the exhaustion factor of an already lengthy delay probably caused the
pilots to be less than prudent in their decision not to be deiced again. A contributing factor in some
cases of certifying a seemingly clean, but improperly deiced aircraft is suitable for takeoff may be due
to the flight crews attempt to adhere to the policies of airport management to minimize flight delay by
not having to be deiced and anti-iced for the second time.
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The current inconscionable method of ascertaining an aircraft is ice contamination free and suitable for
takeoff by visual observation of the wings, peering through the aircrafts port and starboard windows,
or by a physical examination of the wings, to be performed outside of the aircraft, by all measures of
common sense, is an impossible task to be performed in adverse weather conditions with low visibility
for any human being. Employing this inadequate method establishes a disproportionate injustice
burden of responsibility placed on the Captain, Copilot and Flight Engineer alone. All recorded
catastrophes due to heavily iced wings, have been deemed to be by to the FAA "Pilot Error." Another
exemplification of the aviation industries erroneous conviction of the effectiveness of chemical deicing,
and the imprudent confidence of the ability of human beings to visually detect ice contamination
adhering to critical surfaces of the aircraft. Air Florida flight 90 fatal crash. Although the first officer
expressed concerns that something was 'not right' to the Captain four times during the takeoff, the
Captain took no action to rejected takeoff. The aircraft accelerated at a lower-than-normal rate during
takeoff, to reach the top speed. The aircraft initially achieved takeoff rotation speed, but failed to
accelerate after lift-off. The aircraft encountered stall and descended to impact at a high angle of
attack, striking the 14th Street Bridge and plunged into the ice covered Potomac River, 74 of the 79
persons on board lost their lives. Probable cause: the flight crews' decision to take off with snow/ice on
the airfoil surfaces of the aircraft and, the captain's failure to reject the takeoff during the early stage
when attention was called to anomalous engine instrument readings. Contributing to the accident were
the prolonged ground delay between deicing and the receipt of ATC takeoff clearance during which the
aircraft was exposed to continual precipitation, and the limited experience of the flight crew in jet
transport winter operations.
Our improved method and practice plan by design prioritizing safety, ensuring that similar tragic
mistakes will not be made in the future by eliminating two critical factors contributed to the
catastrophe of these two flights. For example: Our plan For a fixed base of operation stage 2,
(Threshold Deicing ) located at the head of the runway, where final drying and heating of the aircraft
surface procedure will be conducted continuously until receipt of air traffic control take off clearance,
eliminates entirely, exposure to freezing rain prior to the commencement of the takeoff roll. The
infrared thermal imaging cameras at this time will verify and record any ice contaminants adhering to
the aircraft surface, and that the aircraft is free of ice and airworthy for takeoff. Additionally this
advanced infrared technology will provide a contingency failsafe system, illustrating the presence or
absence of ice contamination buildup on the wings as the aircraft accelerates down the runway. Early
detection of ice will confirm to the Captain and copilot that the uncharacteristic behavior of the aircraft
and anomalous engine instrument readings are due ice buildup on the wings, accords the Captain, only
a moment in the decision making process for 'Go-No Go'. A critical feature of our failsafe system
affords the flight engineer or the operations ground traffic controller, simultaneously monitoring the
condition of the aircraft the opportunity to reject takeoff clearance without collaboration of the pilots.

FAA HOT ( holdover time ) guidelines for the winter of 2016- 2017
Although the FAA does not currently approve takeoff in conditions of moderate freezing rain and hail, it
does occur, unwise as it may be, considering the current method and practices of deicing aircraft. Strict
compliance of the protocols set forth in our method will allow for a safe takeoff during extreme
weather events, it may be possible to continue scheduled departures in conditions of heavy freezing
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rain, depending on variables such as outside air temperature and wind velocity, by reason of an aircraft
remaining ice buildup free until airborne. Taking into account that this method does not provide inflight icing protection, departures may be delayed due to atmospheric conditions aloft surrounding the
airport.

Priority One , Ensuring the airworthiness of the aircraft and passenger safety
Ensuring the airworthiness of the aircraft and passenger safety is priority one. This is guaranteed with
the implementation of our technically advanced deicing and ice detecting system, extending the
holdover pre-takeoff time beyond the regulations of the Federal Aviation Administration. The FAA HOT
( holdover time ) guidelines for the winter of 2016-2017 issued August 5, 2016 states "The guideline
tables for HOT are for departure planning only and should not be used in conjunction with pre-takeoff
check procedures", "Fluids used during ground de/anti-icing do not provide in-flight icing protection."
Holdover time expires when anti-icing fluid applied to the aircraft loses its effectiveness". Acceleration of
fluid degradation by reducing the lowest on-wing viscosity (LOWV) of glycol type IV anti-icing fluid
begins at the time of clearance for takeoff, and commencement of the aircrafts takeoff roll. Our
nonchemical anti-icing technique will occur at stage 2 of the two stage system located in close
proximity to the takeoff runway, where the aircraft surface will be thoroughly dried and heated while
the pre-takeoff check procedures are conducted. The extended freeze point holdover time covering the
gray area of the regulations between departure time and the commencement of flight time down the
runway will ensure the aircraft is snow and ice contaminants free to the end of the takeoff runway,
even in conditions of moderate freezing rain and small ice pellet precipitation. Evaluating and in
consideration of the method and practices of deicing operations in service today, the FAA does not
currently approve takeoff in conditions of moderate freezing rain and hail. Our guarantee to ensure the
aircrafts airworthiness prior to takeoff in moderate icing weather conditions is due to a state-of-the-art
ice detection and communication system.

ASI method of monitoring and detecting ice contamination
Infrared Thermal Imaging
A critical design feature of our deicing apparatus is a wireless infrared thermal imaging
camera/recorder located at the end of the nozzle articulating boom providing Wi-Fi visual feedback to
the deicing operator enclosed control cabin for improved deicing efficiency by identifying the areas of
the aircraft surface with the most ice contamination and to certify that the deicing effort is complete.
And most importantly wi-fi feedback to the aircraft cockpit monitor/recorder to provide the Captain
and Copilot an improved method of certifying that the aircraft wings are free of ice and snow
contamination adhering to the aircraft surface, and that the aircrafts condition is suitable for takeoff,
which is their ultimate duty and responsibility. The current method of ascertaining by the Captain and
Copilot an aircraft is suitable for takeoff is by visual observation of the port and starboard wings
through the cockpit side windows. It is reasonable to assume, while employing this inadequate method
of ascertaining an aircraft is adequately deiced and suitable for takeoff, some aircraft are incorrectly
certified for takeoff by the Captain and Copilot due to the poor visibility factor. One of our three
components of our patented method and practices of deicing aircraft is the portable remote Ground
Traffic Control Tower located adjacent to the multiple deicing pads of the fixed base of operation near
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the tarmac, where the tower controller will have a close-up birds-eye view while orchestrating the
movement of numerous aircraft in and out of the two deicing stages. Our method proposes the ground
traffic control to be relinquished by the main airport control tower for the duration of the ground
deicing operation, from the time an aircraft departs the tarmac line-up to the time of completed
deicing operations at the stage II final deicing facility located at the head of the takeoff runway, where
pre-takeoff check procedures are conducted and the aircraft is certified to be ice contaminants free
and airworthy by all personnel monitoring the deicing operation efforts, and is cleared to proceed with
the takeoff roll, where at that time the main airport control tower will resume control, and grant
clearance for takeoff. The Ground Traffic Control Tower is fitted with a remotely operated pan-tilt
wireless infrared thermal imaging camera/recorder focused on the aircraft as it advances down the
runway. The main airport control tower will also have wireless infrared monitoring capability. At any
time during the deicing operation to certify the airworthiness of an aircraft, any one of the four
monitors, the cockpit crew, the deicing operator, the ground tower controller, the main air traffic
controller can without collaboration of any of the other three will have the authority to abort and
suspend the flight status. Justification of the suspension of any flight can be ascertained from the
infrared thermal imaging cameras recording, the "Blackbox" of ground deicing operation.
Utilizing this proposed method of deicing and (ACAR) monitoring, detecting ice adhering to the critical
surfaces of the aircraft with extended holdover time of the aircraft being ice contaminants free for a
minimum duration of 2 minutes down the runway in moderate to moderately heavy freezing rain and
hail, with wind speeds up to 45 per hour should be considered to be the physical limitation of the
proposed safety protocol of certifying an aircraft airworthiness for takeoff. Adverse weather conditions
beyond this limitation would justify the delay of flights until weather conditions improve. Advanced
weather forecasting derived from Weather Support to Deicing Decision Making (WSDDM) System,
indicating that weather conditions will not improve for an extended period of time or the issuance of a
winter storm advisory would constitute the suspension of all scheduled departures, canceling flights, at
which time the airport would be shut down. At this time consideration of atmospheric and weather
conditions around the airport for the development of in-flight icing shortly after takeoff should also be
considered a contributing factor in the decision to suspend all flights, due to extreme weather
conditions, i.e. "An Act of God" and not due to negligence or inadequacy of deicing method and
practices.
The method and practices and regulations of deicing aircraft currently in effect has been found to be a
safe and effective by the FAA. This finding would suggest to the public that the regulatory environment
in aviation is both incredibly satisfactory and undeniably safe. The families of the fatalities of disaster
attributed to aircraft icing, and the victims of exposure to toxic deicing chemicals currently enduring a
wide range of health issues, the families of the documented deaths of glycol handlers, would all sadly
and disgustingly disagree with the FAAs ambiguous interpretation of the definition of the word Safe.
Mary Schiavo, aviation lawyer and safety advocate, FAA watchdog and whistleblower, former Inspector
General of the Department of Transportation and author of Flying Blind, Flying Safe, exposing the poor
safety and security practices of airlines and the failures the federal government to properly regulate
the aviation industry. Schiavo discusses the responsibility of the airlines and manufacturers to provide
adequate training, safety equipment, and clear guidelines to safely operate in challenging weather,
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including de-icing. She states: "Time and again, my office uncovered practices that would shock the
public: sloppy inspection of planes, perfunctory review of pilots, lax oversight of airline procedures. Only
with a major crash, only with people dead and sobbing survivors feeling television screens, does the FAA
step up to the plate and make changes. I found the FAA's complacency toward accidents difficult to
accept.

Economic Impact
The loss of airport revenue and FAA fines resulting from the delay or cancellation of flights, and the
inconvenience to passengers currently being experienced annually due to the grossly inadequate, timeconsuming, revenue wasting, hazardous and unsafe deicing/anti-icing practices and procedures, would
be offset by the time and money savings of our improved method and practices of aircraft deicing
operation, considerably limiting flight delays and cancellations throughout the winter season. It is
reasonable to assume prescribing to our outlined safety protocols for the safety of passengers and
crew, the public would agree without complaints that it would be far better to "Live today and fly
another day".
Elimination of costly flight delays and cancellations
Our 'Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft' innovative apparatuses designed to maintain regularly
scheduled flight departure times, reducing or eliminating delays and cancellations entirely, reducing
lost revenue.
Substantial reduction of costly FAA enforcement fines
It will also consequently eliminate the extremely high cost of the FAA enforcement fines associated
with these flight delays and cancellations. This savings alone would be substantially beneficial to
airports and airline carriers. Regulatory acceptance and Implementation of our Plan for deicing aircraft
will save the aviation industry, including aviation insurance providers billions of dollars annually during
winter operation.
Elimination of glycol-based deicing fluids and EPA associated fines
These savings can be directly attributed to first and foremost the concept of eliminating entirely of all
types of glycol-based deicing fluid. The discontinued use of this hazardous material not only eliminate
the purchase cost of the product, the material handling, storage, blending, and dispensing but also the
high cost of the EPA mandatory chemical recovery regulations, requiring a less effective than
anticipated multimillion-dollar recovery deicing pad. Our innovative method and practice for deicing
aircraft utilizing high temperature, high pressure pure water and high heat and high-pressure forced air
for not only drying and aircraft, but also the melting of pure nonchemical contaminated snow and ice
to be collected by the airports stormwater system with no adverse effects to the environment. Heat
undisputedly and scientifically proven to be the absolute best method of melting snow and ice.
Eliminating glycol consequently eliminates all Environmental Protection Agency regulations pertaining
to chemical ground deicing operations for aircrafts, and the associated violation fines for the misuse
and non-recovery of hazardous chemicals.
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Elimination of hazardous material handling
Additional savings associated the discontinued use of hazardous and toxic chemicals:
Elimination of multibillion-dollar toxic chemical injury lawsuit, and consequently a reduction of
insurance premiums and employee hazardous pay.
Substantial reduction of costly FAA regulatory requirements
Our proposed innovative method will not only be economically advantageous to airports and airline
carriers, but also to the federal government regulatory agencies. These government agencies primarily
the FAA and EPA are spending billions of dollars per year of taxpayers' money on research and
development, regulatory upgrades, advisory notices and recommendations for improved method of
the aviation industry winter operations, focusing on the priceless safety of air travelers and flightcrew,
while protecting our delicate ecosystem and environment. "Money well Spent".

ASI "Snow and Ice Control Plan" method and practices
FAA, ACRP, EPA GAO extensive research
The many years of research spending billions of dollars has paid off! The EPAs research and reports
have proven to be an invaluable to the design of our method and practices of deicing. The Airport
Cooperative Research Program, sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration has published their
extensive research of deicing practices for many years. The ACRP facts sheets published as far back as
2009 proposes alternative comprehensive methods for improved aircraft deicing efficiency. The Fact
Sheets addresses all known issues and deficiencies of current deicing practices throughout the aviation
industry still existing to date. The alternative methods suggested by the ACRP reports are ideal, and
extremely feasible. In our extensive review of the thousands of pages of hundredths of comprehensive
reports published by the EPA and FAA, we have not found a single safety or environment concern,
recommendation, or future proposed regulations that our 'Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft',
and our deicing apparatus design to facilitate the plan has not addressed, or accommodated. To this
affect we are profoundly confident in our belief that this is a "Fix All Solution" of the aviation industry
winter operation woes. We are hopefully anticipating the FAA approval process will be expedited
without haste. Approval by the FAA, EPA endorsement, acceptance and implementation of our
proposed unilateral 'Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft' by the airports of America, will
substantially reduce government spending of continued extensive R&D and studies on the subject.
Additional agencies cost saving benefits can be derived from a reduction of the necessary never-ending
regulatory revisions requirements to govern an overwhelming number of current and proposed
methods, antiquated and newly devised deicing equipment, an extremely perplexing task, considering
the diversity of method practices and deicing equipment to validate. Approval of our comprehensive
and innovative plan, proving the use of hazardous toxic chemicals to be unnecessary for the melting
and removal of snow and ice contaminants from aircraft will eliminate the extensive and complex
existing laws and regulations of the EPA, FAA and OSHA currently in effect, rendering them obsolete.
One example of this is the 95 page FAA Holdover Time Guidelines charts for the prescribed use of type
I, II, III and IV glycol-based de/anti-icing fluids. The benefit of dis-involvement of the EPAs participation
in the regulations governing winter operations chemical deicing are understandably too vast to list
here. Our comprehensive innovative simplified streamline method and practice of deicing will require,
from the aviation regulatory agencies, the same, a comprehensive innovative streamline simplified
compliance capable, new volume added to (CFRs) the code of federal regulations. Another cost-saving
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benefit of our "Plan", Insurance. Aviation industry insurance providers and workers comp will have far
less exposure to losses, subsequently reducing insurance premiums. One of our mottos is "Going Green
Saves Greenbacks".
The FAA new/revised guidelines and regulation for 2016/2017 winter operations
The new/revised guidelines addresses obvious procedural deficiency in the method and practices of
deicing aircraft performed by deicing trucks currently in service at airports. New regulatory standards
imposed by the FAA requires that the deicing trucks "monitor deicing fluid temperature from the last
measure point in the plumbing chain to the nozzle to assure a fluid temperature of not less than 60°
( 140°F ), while applying the hot fluid with the nozzle as close to the surface as possible without
damaging the aircraft surface. Increasing the distance from the nozzle to the surface results in
progressively greater loss of fluid heat and deicing capability". FAA also recommends "that nozzles be
kept at a low angle to the surface of the aircraft to avoid excessive fluid shear damage, aircraft surface
damage, and foaming".

The aviation industries current method of deicing aircraft.
We have all seen firsthand or at least pictures of the performance of deicing trucks, showering an
aircraft with deicing fluid utilizing a single fire hose type nozzle at a distance of 20 to 30 feet, allowing a
substantial loss of temperature ( well beyond the FAAs regulations of the maximum allowable liquid
heat loss ) of the heated deicing fluid, evident by the extreme amount of vapor clouds. The imposing of
these regulations by the FAA certainly indicates their awareness of the extremely obvious inefficient
method of applying heated deicing fluids, practiced by deicing operators for so many years, major
contributing factor of flight delays and cancellations due to the length of time to deice a single aircraft,
and the incapability of the current deicing equipment to maintain a constant flow of heated fluids at
the prescribed temperature. This new regulation alone would render most deicing equipment in use
today obsolete, requiring major upgrades and improvements of existing deicing trucks, or the
acquisition of a technically advanced deicing apparatus designed and engineered for improved deicing
efficiency.
Why is it that the Aviation Industry and Manufacturing Industry supplying deicing equipment to airports
has not yet utilized the extensive government research reports, analysis and recommendations
available to the industry for so many years, containing a wide variety of possibilities for the
revitalization and restructuring an airports business method of deicing aircraft to facilitate a clean,
comprehensive, economic, efficient method and practice of the ground deicing of commercial aircraft?
Why is it that the highly profitable equipment manufacturing companies of deicing equipment rely on
the federal government, not only to point out their shortcomings, but also mandate by regulation,
deicing equipment improvements. "We believe that the private manufacturing industry of deicing
equipment is capable of devising an improved method, by inventing technically advanced equipment,
suitable for the challenges of deicing efforts during winter months operation and should be held
accountable to do so". The United States government has provided more than adequate information,
research and recommendations, available to private industries. By strictly adhering to this invaluable
resource of information manufacturers of deicing equipment will have no problems developing an
improved method and practice of deicing aircraft. FAA indicated to the Government Accountability
Office that developing and integrated approach to effectively manage winter operations is among its
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top challenges related to aviation icing. FAA and NASA databases contain information on over 600
icing-related incidents involving large commercial airplanes.
Thank you FAA, ACRP, EPA, GAO, The United States Congress and a multitude of professional
researchers, engineers and consultants for your years of service, providing the American public with a
comprehensive method dedicated to the safety of winter air travelers and flight crews.
Once again thank you. "We'll take it from here".

Why Airports continue to do "Business as Usual"
Why is it that airport deicing management decision-makers are seemingly unable to ascertain an
efficient and comprehensive Snow and Ice Control Plan to effectively manage winter operations. The
disincentive dilemma airport deicing management is faced with, is the multitude of deicing apparatuses
configurations available on the market today, and the various newly contrived equipment proposed by
manufacturers and deicing contractors to evaluate and consider. The list of deicing apparatuses, are as
varied as the informative but extremely complex research reports, analysis and recommendations
embodying a highly diverse variety of possibilities for the revitalization and restructuring an airports
business method of deicing aircraft. The list includes: infrared technology, high-pressure air injected
into glycol plumbing, high-volume high-speed air only up to mach 9, fixed gantry (carwash style) and a
multitude of mobile deicing truck redesigns, and with the continued use of glycol, deicing pads and
recovery system to evaluate. Understandably it is no wonder that airport deicing management
decision-makers without the collaboration and guidance of professional aviation and safety consultants
with the expertise to develop an innovative an economic, comprehensive plan for deicing aircraft. The
current inefficient, hazardous, costly, and flight delay causing method and practices fiasco continues
today as 'Business as Usual'. "We'll take it from here".
The American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE) and Airports Council International-NA (ACI)
executive committees with their extensive knowledge of the complex issues and challenges associated
with winter operations would be extremely beneficial to Airports and Airlines collaborative decision
making. The AAAE and ACI-NA, in their leadership role representing all Airports in the United States has
an excellent opportunity now to advocate and facilitate a unilateral business method plan for ground
deicing aircraft efforts during winter months operations on behalf of their entire membership.

Airport Restructuring and Revitalization plan
The complete restructuring of a multibillion-dollar effort of deicing aircraft will require extensive
research, design and engineering to develop a comprehensive, economical, expedient, and an
environmentally safe method and practice of deicing aircraft, while ensuring the airworthiness of the
aircraft. The design criteria will include absolute compliance with the FAA new/revised guidelines and
regulation for 2016/2017 winter operations. An obvious consideration of this effort is the age of
existing deicing equipment. Regulatory requirements of deicing fluid temperatures, application
distance from the surface of the aircraft will render most deicing apparatuses in use today obsolete.
Every 2 to 3 years deicing equipment is being re-purchased as technology advances and regulatory
requirements increasing annually. The longevity of an innovative method alleviating all known issues
and deficiencies of the method of deicing aircraft being practiced today is a critical path of design and
development, for the economic feasibility of the capital expenditure of the newly devised equipment
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that supports the innovative unified method of deicing aircraft at all airports for the next 20 years. The
unimagined, state-of-the-art deicing method and the apparatus to support the revised method should
not only satisfy current FAA regulations, but also the research, engineering and development protocol
should be so thorough that it would address any anticipated future public, airline carriers and FAA
concerns, foregoing the practice of 'Going Back To The Drawing Board' every year with only minor
improvements of manufactured equipment and deicing practices for winter operations.
The extensive research, engineering and development goal to achieve a unilateral 'Business Method
Plan for Deicing Aircraft' for all airports of the United States will most likely require three years to
develop. FAA approval may take several years. The manufacturing setup will probably include an
additional year to the process.
Aviation Safety Industries having completed the extensive research, engineering and development goal,
is currently in the process of designing a multi-building 16-acre manufacturing facility, in anticipation of
the demand for our unilateral, innovative program for winter operations across the country.
Meanwhile prototype fabrication and testing will be conducted at a temporary facility. Our
business/fabrication critical timeline for manufacturing assures delivery of our deicing apparatuses for
the 2017 winter season. Deicing operator and maintenance training program will be scheduled at our
facility in the Houston area prior to delivery of the equipment. The civil engineering, construction
permitting and contract bidding should commence as soon as possible at the beginning of the new year
to ensure adequate time for the renovations to be completed during the summer months.
ASI, an engineering, design and manufacturing company located in Houston, Texas has developed a
comprehensive 'Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft' for improved deicing efficiency. The
improvements in deicing efficiency are due to three engineered, U.S. patented deicing apparatuses to
specifically accommodate the restructured plan for the practice and method of deicing aircraft. The
renovation plan will be specifically designed for individual airports FBO (fixed base of operations)
designated location. Aviation Safety Industries will coordinate the renovation efforts with the airports
consulting Civil Engineering Firm and General Contractor throughout the construction process of the
simplified ground deicing pads.

The components of the ASI "Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft"
Clear water cleaning of corrosive and toxic chemicals
Our plan for deicing aircraft will require a typical two-step procedure for deicing/cleaning aircraft
utilizing heated water and radiant heat only, eliminating the use of glycol entirely. Step one, designated
deicing area consisting of multiple stations, capable of deicing simultaneously up to six aircraft at the
largest of airports. Included in the operation of deicing the aircrafts surfaces in step one, is a procedure
to clean and remove residue glycol buildup, which may be present in critical flight control areas of the
aircraft collected at a previous destination, where glycol-based type IV anti-icing fluids are still in use
today.

Boeing "Effects of Alkali Metal Deicers on carbon brakes
Another critical area of the aircraft requiring cleaning and decontamination is the landing gear and
carbon wheel brakes. The ACRP reports on the subject, recommends all aircraft to be clean with a fresh
water rinse. Whether this contamination occurred at a previous destination at the current airport
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where Alkali Metal ( i.e. organic salt ) is used for deicing runway paving surfaces. Michael Arriaga,
Boeing service Engineer states in his report "Effects of Alkali Metal Runway Deicers on Carbon Brakes"
Alkali metal runway deicers have caused catalytic oxidation of carbon brakes, resulting in mechanical
damage to the breaks, and have the potential to degrade airplane stopping performance. Mitigating
action can reduce the severity of catalytic oxidation of carbon brakes but cannot eliminate the
occurrence of catalytic oxidation of carbon brakes as long as cold-weather airports continue to use alkali
metal runway deicers. Boeing has released several service letters regarding the corrosion caused by
alkali metal-based runway deicers on various airplane parts, including hydraulic tubes and cadmium
plated electrical connectors. Another viable consideration to consider for abandoning the use of ADAF (
Aircraft Deicing/Anti-icing Fluid ) is the inadvertent mixing of ADAF and PDPs ( pavement deicing
products ). ACRP Synthesis 6 Report " Impact of Airport Paving Deicing Products on Aircraft and Airfield
Infrastructure" states: The synergistic generation of residue when an ADAF on aircraft is splattered with
modern PDPs ( e.g. KAc and NaF ) presents serious concerns about residue gel rehydrating and
refreezing in-flight and has produced potentially dangerous rock residue on leading-edge surface of
aircraft. Aircraft and runway deicing fluids tend to mix and two different locations-the aircraft and the
runway ( Hille 2007 ). Aircraft deicer may run off the aircraft, mixed with runway deicer, and then be
splattered back on to another aircraft by landing gear spray or blown on by thrust reversers. Runway
deicer may reach freshly applied aircraft deicer by the same means or from overspray during runway
application. After mixing, and now less this cautious aircraft deicer may remain in place or it may
migrate to aerodynamically quiet areas throughout control surface gaps or vent holes, where
thickeners can precipitate unnoticed".

Improvements in deicing efficiency
The improvements in deicing efficiency are due to a specifically designed U. S. patentable deicing
apparatus. The components that differentiate this device from other deicing apparatuses are: 1.
Effectively removing heavy ice buildup on the aircraft utilizing water heated to 190°F, which will ensure
the liquid temperature on the aircraft surface to be at a minimum of 180°F at a flow rate of up to 90
gallons per minute at 4000 PSI, ensuring surface pressure of 3500 PSI. Heated liquid will be applied
through a proprietary manifold consisting of five custom-designed nozzles, providing an 8 foot pattern
on the surface of the aircraft at a distance of 3 to 4 feet. Fitted on the nozzle manifold are 2 high
temperature high-volume forced air heaters. One preceding the nozzles removing any snow buildup
and preheating the ice accumulation. The second heater located on the opposite side of the manifold
will effectively remove most of the liquid residue and will initiate the drying process of the aircraft
surface to prevent refreezing of the liquid, satisfying FAA holdover time required. Three additional
220°F (400,000 BTU) 5,500 CFM forced hot air heaters located at ground level on the apparatus with
ducting to distribute hot-air throughout the deicing area for the purpose of melting ground snow and
slush, which will enter the storm water system. The forced hot air also be focused on the landing gear,
to remove snow and slush contaminants. This amount of forced hot air at ground level will aid the
preheating of the underside of the aircraft wings as the heat rises, this will also increase the ambient air
temperature around the operations area, reducing the amount of vapor generated by the hot water,
improving the operator’s visibility of the camera feedback, located on the nozzle manifold.
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Advanced application method of deicing
A critical design feature of our deicing apparatus is the separation of the Operator Control Cabin
located on the Main Boom from the main deicing nozzle boom. Separating the operator from the
deicing "Nozzle Boom" provides two improvements: 1. reduced loading on the "Main Boom" which will
allow for a smooth articulating movement control over the aircraft surface for improved efficiency to
maintain a safe minimum distance from the application nozzle to the aircraft surface, as per the FAA
2016/2017 revised requirements for airport winter operations. 2. The ability to continue deicing
operation during high wind conditions up to 45 miles per hour. 3. Flood lights located at the end of the
Nozzle Boom, as well as in mid span of nozzle boom are installed to improve visual feedback during low
lighting and night operations, in addition located on the 4- deicing apparatus' is a vertical telescoping
high output halogen light array, providing significant light for all four deicing pad quadrants.

Improve communication system
A wireless video camera/recorder is located at the end of the Nozzle Boom to provide additional visual
feedback on a monitor to the operator in the Operator Control Cabin Boom, and most importantly wi-fi
feedback to the aircraft cockpit monitor/recorder ( a deicing operations blackbox of sort ) to provide
the Captain and First Officer an improved method of certifying that the aircraft wings are free of ice
and snow debris, and suitable for takeoff, which is their duty and responsibility. All recorded
catastrophes due to icing wings, have been deemed "Pilot Error". The current method of ascertaining
by the Captain and First Officer an aircraft is suitable for takeoff is by visual observation of the port and
starboard wings through the cockpit side windows, an extremely ineffective method, requiring
observation on the ground outside of the aircraft. This method steals valuable minutes from the
holdover time. Finally, inspection of the wings that were deiced and anti-iced at the terminal gate, a
considerable distance is performed just prior to takeoff on a poorly lit, for night departures tarmac area
in adverse weather conditions limiting visibility, day or night.

The flightcrews inability directly to correctly ascertain the aircraft airworthiness
It is reasonable to assume, while employing this inadequate method of ascertaining an aircraft’s
airworthy by being adequately deiced and suitable for takeoff, some aircraft are incorrectly certified for
takeoff by the Captain and First Officer due to the poor visibility factor. Another contributing factor of
certifying an improperly deiced aircraft is not suitable for takeoff, is 1. The flight will most likely be
experiencing, typically during deicing operations a 2 to 4-hour delay at this time. And 2. an aircraft does
not pass final inspection by the Captain and First Officer, will be removed from the line up for
departures from the tarmac area to a remote location to be deiced and anti-iced for second time, and
in some cases a third time. This procedure, as reported to me, in some cases will increase the delay up
to 10 hours behind schedule. Note that this flight is not scheduled to return to a terminal gate, during
this delay time the terminal gate would be available. Therefore, the flight may be canceled, and the
passengers would be disembarked on the airfield, shuttled back to the terminal. If the flight is not
cancelled the passengers would have to await it out. This is a contributing factor to a judgment call by
the Capt. and Copilot that the amount of ice buildup on the wings is acceptable for takeoff in some
cases.
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This is not a very safe practice, and I believe it to be an unfair burden placed on the Capt. and Copilot.
All aircraft must comply with the Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA") "Clean Aircraft Concept" (FAR)
121.629, which prohibits takeoff with Frost, ice, or snow contamination adhering to the critical surfaces
of an aircraft. The buildup of ice and snow on critical surfaces of an aircraft decreases lift and can lead
to disastrous results. Such is the case of flight 1713 on November 15, 1987 at Denver International
Airport. The FAA official determination of the cause of the accident was "Pilot Error". The amount of ice
accumulation on the wings was not determined correctly by the pilot’s visual inspection causing the
aircraft immediately after liftoff roll over due to inadequate lift of one of the wings leading to loss of
life. Contributing to this was the inadequate deicing procedure, whereas the elapsed time between the
deicing of the two wings resulted in one wing having more ice accumulation than the other causing an
unbalanced lift condition.

ASI, 3 manufactured innovative components
Our comprehensive method for improved aircraft deicing efficiency, an airports "Business Method for
Deicing Aircraft" is what we are selling including: The "WingTender 1800" deicing apparatus, the
aircraft drying apparatus, also known as the "WingBlaster 1800", the remote portable secondary
ground control tower, located within the designated deicing area, for aircraft ground movement and
placement control also known as the "FieldTower 1800", and all other equipment required for this
operation have been specifically designed, developed, and will be manufactured to meet the
requirements of the improved "Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft". Locating the ( FBOs ) near
the takeoff runway, which includes a final cleaning and drying station, applying forced hot air only,
ensuring the aircraft to be 100% contaminant free. This close proximity of the operation near the head
of takeoff runways ( FAA "Threshold 0perations" ) will allow the Fight to depart within 1 minute after
final cleaning.

Capital expenditures for the revitalization and restructuring of airports and airlines
winter operation deicing efforts example
Chicago - The National Resource Defense Council (NRDC), United States Citizens Aviation Watch
( US-CAW), the Alliance of Residents Concerning O'Hare (AreCO), the Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS) and the City of Chicago announced that they have settled claims by NRDC and the other
groups. NRDC and the other organizations had claimed that the city was in violation of the reporting
requirements of the Comprehensive Environmental Reasons Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA),
the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA), and the Clean Water Act (CWA)
with regard to deicing operations at O'Hare International Airport. Under terms of the settlement
agreement, the city will report the use of ethylene glycol-based deicing fluids at O'Hare. The city has
constructed infrastructure improvements to collect storm water runoff, which contains deicing fluids,
and to prevent the release of the fluid into the environment. The City estimates the cost of the
improvements in 1999 to be $80 million. O'Hare and Midway International Airports together generate
more than $45 billion annually. The FAA regularly tells the National Transportation Safety Board that it
couldn't have anything on its wish list of safety measures because of cost considerations.
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Airports restructuring and revitalization estimated cost
Aviation Safety Industries 'Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft' for improved deicing efficiency
fulfilling the FAAs safety wish list and the revitalization and restructuring of airports and airlines winter
operation deicing efforts estimated cost: $32.8 million for all equipment, $6.2 million for all clean water
storm water collection pad, and fresh water supply lines total $39 million, less than half of the cost of
chemical recovery deicing pads alone.

Current cost of winter operations and deicing equipment
The elimination of the use of glycol entirely will save the aviation industry nationwide an estimated
chemical annual cost of $1 billion. Airports without glycol recovery pads in place are required to collect
and environmentally unexceptionable 60% of glycol runoff. The current chemical recovery method
utilizing vacuum recovery vehicles at a cost of $762,000 each will no longer be necessary with the
discontinued use of all types of glycol. Additionally, airports can expect a reduction in liability insurance
premium, eliminating the surcharge of handling dangerous and toxic chemicals. Also, airport union
employees hazardous pay increase will also be eliminated.
Jack Saporito president of US-CAW (US-Citizens Aviation Watch Association) and AReCO (alliance of
residents concerning O'Hare) asserts "Eventually, we hope to find ways to eventually eliminate all
releases of all toxic chemicals into our environment." We have the opportunity finally available, let's
make it so.
Upon media publication of this document, the public, pilots, flight attendants, and airport employees
handling dangerous and toxic chemicals will no longer be kept in the dark. Let's make our friendly skies
a safe place to travel again. "We'll take it from here".

Inventors Commentary
My relentless endeavor of research development and engineering designs over the past three years to
facilitate a business method plan for deicing aircraft, focused on above all passenger and flight crew
safety, has been from the very beginning of this challenging task, motivated by the loss of a dear friend
killed in a tragic accident. A few seconds after the wheels were off the runway, the beginning of flight
with the starboard wing heavily iced, significantly more than the port wing, due to improper deicing
and assessment of the aircraft airworthiness by the pilots and ground crew cause the aircraft to roll
over killing entire flight crew including my friend and all but a few passengers.
The lives of our loved ones are priceless, while no amount of money can bring them back, money can
render catastrophes due to negligent ground deicing efforts of an aircraft extinct, not in the future,
now is the time. When we find an obscenely malfunctioning system wanting, let's not study it to death,
do something about it.
Our proposed innovative and comprehensive Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft functionality is
not surpassed by any method or deicing apparatuses available on the market today or proposed. The
cost to implement our plan for the restructuring and revitalization of an airports winter operations will
be offset by the previously unimaginable savings as outlined in our proposal.
Aviations true, next frontier is Nobody Dies. Let's all work together to make this a reality, leaving the
world in far safer place to travel than we found it.
1300 Flights were delayed or cancelled in Chicago Sunday December 11, 2016 and many others in the
Midwest, do heavy snow conditions, just snow, really, this cannot continue, we can fix this.
"We'll take it from here".
Henry Doyle, CEO Founder ASI
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Brief Description of Drawings
Drawing 1. Page 29

Overhead View- Runway and adjacent fixed base of operations

Drawing 2. Page 30

Elevation View - ControlTower 1800, mobile ground traffic control tower

Drawing 3. Page 31

Elevation View - WingTender 1800, deicing apparatus

Drawing 4. Page 32

Elevation View - WingBlaster 1800, mobile forced hot air/drying apparatus

Drawing 5. Page 33

Overhead View, 1 Detail of forced hot air placement with delivery ducting

Drawing 5. Page 33

Overhead View , 2 Concrete deicing pad construction plan

Drawing 6. Page 34

Elevation View – Aircraft wing deicing operations, engine safety protocols
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Designated deicing fixed base of operation
located at the head of the runway for
“Threshold Deicing”
Stage one deicing pads A-F are located adjacent to the tarmac,
at the center line of the runway, allowing for an equal distance
of travel time to either runway head, depending on takeoff
direction. While stage one deicing operations are preformed at
a fixed location, stage two located at the head of the runway
where final drying and heating, icing prevention mobile
apparatus vehicles can be expediently relocated at the
opposite end of the runway in the event of a change in takeoff
direction, during deicing operations.
Deicing station, Alpha through Hotel consisting of 4 operators
each, will be designated with an alphanumeric call sign for
improved communicating such as Bravo 3, Echo 2 and so
forth. Competent communication between the remote
aircraft ground traffic control tower, deicing operators and
the flight crew is a crucial element of this plan required by the
close proximity of aircraft taxiing through the operation area,
and the frequency of aircraft departing the deicing station
approximately every 1.5 to 2 minutes. A contributive feature
of our deicing apparatus to aid in confirming the timing of
aircraft movement, orchestrated by the ground traffic control
tower is a visual communication system. Fitted at the nozzle
at the end of the cleaning boom is a high output traffic
control signal multicolor (red, yellow, green) light device,
control by the deicing operator. With the No. 1 and No. 2
booms extended to the center of the deicing station at eye
level to the aircraft cockpit. The green light illuminated will
indicate to the pilots, clearance to advance for deicing
operations, followed by a yellow caution light and then a red
light, stopping the aircraft at the desired position on the pad.
Meanwhile the No. 3 boom and No. 4 Boom red lights will
indicate to the next aircraft in the lineup to hold position,
until a green light indicates that the deicing station has been
vacated. With the liquid deicing/cleaning operation of an
aircraft being completed the operator will switch from a red
signal light to yellow, visually advising the Ground Control
Tower that the aircraft is ready to advance. Meanwhile
continuously sweeping the aircraft with forced hot air only
drying the aircraft until clearance by the tower to advance to
stage 2 at that head of the runway for final drying and heating
of the aircraft surface.
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The mobile ground traffic control tower located at the center of the operations area is
an absolute necessity of the fixed base of operation design configuration to ascertain an
expedient, streamline and safe coordination and synchronization of aircraft movement
and placement.
The ground traffic control tower will employ two controllers with separate
responsibilities. Controller One facing the apron approach line-up will direct ground
traffic to the next available stage one deicing station, indicating by the yellow signal
lights of the deicing units that, operations are complete and the aircraft is standing by to
advance to the next available deicing station.
Controller Two facing the tarmac and runway will direct traffic from stage 1 upon
completion of deicing/cleaning of the aircraft to stage 2, located at the head of the
runway, where final heating and cleaning operations and pilots preflight check is
performed, including verification of the aircraft being ice and snow contaminants free
and airworthy utilizing infrared monitoring by all parties, at which time control will be
relinquished to the main control tower for takeoff clearance.
Each deicing station is capable of deicing/cleaning 7 aircraft per hour in a snowstorm.
Busy International Airports designated deicing area of operations design will be
configured with 6 deicing stations. Utilizing 6 deicing stations simultaneously will allow
for 42 aircraft to be processed every hour, this equates to completed deicing operations
per aircraft every 1.5 minutes in moderate weather conditions, and every 2 minutes in
freezing rain conditions.
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The unique components that differentiates our apparatus and others are :
1. A newly devised, engineered and manufactured exclusively for ASI (under separate manufacturers US Patent) is a 10
ton industrial in line water heater and heating system capable of supplying a continuous flow of 190°F, 87.78°C liquid
water to a head elevation of 100 feet at a rate of 90 US gallons ( 340.68 liters ) per minute ensuring 180°F liquid
temperature applied to the surface of the aircraft at a distance of 2 to 3 feet.
2. Multiple (3) forced hot air ground heaters and ducting system (two outlets per unit) delivering 200°F (500,00 BTU)
hot air at a rate of 6000 CFM ( 25 MPH ) to deice landing gear without the use of chemicals, while also melting
ground ice and slush accumulation on the surface of the deicing pad, and forcing the resulting clear water to the
deicing pad stormwater removal system. Refer to drawing number 5 figures 1 and 2 for a depiction of the layout, and
stormwater grate covered collection trench drain. An additional benefit of this volume of hot air will raise the
ambient outside air temperature surrounding the aircraft significantly reducing the amount of vapor, improving
deicing operator’s vision from infrared camera, and tactical camera visibility. The volume of forced hot air distributed
by the ground heaters and the additional identical heaters (2) located on the main boom attached to the deicing
nozzle manifold (Item No. 4) of the four deicing apparatuses' combined will adequately deice the underside of the
aircraft, and produce a nearly tropical environment within the dome of the rising hot-air. Caution a human being on
the ground would not survive a walk through.
3. The articulating main deicing boom with sufficient length and height to service the largest of commercial aircraft.
The deicing main boom is separated from the controllers enclosed heated cabin located on an additional boom, to
allow for the single multifunction deicing operators control configuration to smoothly expedite the continuous
movement over the surface of the aircraft surface.
4. An innovative application manifold ( under separate US patent ) fitted with 5 specifically designed nozzles capable
of removing ice and snow contaminants over an 8 foot wide pattern on the surface of the aircraft. The deicing
operations time-savings is attributed to the expedients of the swift movement of the main deicing boom and the
highly efficient five nozzle application.
5. A custom design 53 foot, 60 metric ton three axle trailer housing all of the deicing components in the main body of
the apparatus. Although the apparatus is mobile, a portion of the method efficiency is derived from a stationary
location, unlike the deicing trucks, continuously repositioning around the aircraft, requiring a driver and a separate
operator. Note, there has been numerous reported collisions between aircraft and deicing trucks currently in service
today. One of these FAA reported accidents, unfortunately resulted in the deaths of three deicing operator
employees, complete destruction of three deicing trucks, and significant damage to the aircraft. Drawing number 2,
depicting the Mobile Ground Traffic Control Tower, and describing the extensive, comprehensive safety protocols.
Priority one of our method is personnel and aircraft safety without compromising deicing efficiency.
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The Components of the forced hot air heating/drying apparatus are exactly the same as the deicing
apparatus, except for the water heater. Upon completion of ice and snow contamination removal
utilizing hot water and forced hot air, produced by 2 jet fuel fired heaters located at the end of the
nozzle boom. With one heater manifold proceeding the 5-nozzle configuration (No. 1) air velocity will
remove snow and loose ice crystals from the surface of the aircraft, and will preheat the surface of the
aircraft. The second heater on the opposite side of the nozzle manifold will begin the drying/heating
effort. Once he aircraft surface is free of ice contamination, the hot water application will desist while
the hot air heaters continue drying/heating the aircraft surface while waiting for instructions the ground
control tower to proceed to stage II, providing adequate holdover time between the two stations. In light
weather snow conditions forced hot air only seems to the adequate without the use of high pressure hot
water to ensure an aircraft is ice and snow contaminants free and airworthy. The FAA, ACRP reports and
Boeing highly recommend clear water cleaning of the aircraft surfaces and critical flight control area as
well as the landing gear to remove a glycol type IV anti-icing damaging residue which may have been
applied at a previous destination. The cleaning will also remove damaging alkaline and chemical acquired
from the landing runway surface contaminating landing gear and carbon brakes. Prudent safety
consideration of an aircraft’s mechanical condition would suggest that all aircraft undergo this procedure
during winter operation months, regardless of aircraft surface deicing being required.
The forced hot air jet fuel fired heaters located on the deicing boom as well as the heaters located at
ground level are environmentally safe, health hazard risk free, and safe to use in close proximity to the
aircraft with the heat exhausting flame free. The manufacture the heaters produce a similar heater with
the same safety protocols for interior building heating the existing building mechanical ducting system.
These heaters have been proven to be environmentally safe, health hazard risk free, and safe to use
applications across the entire country for many years.
Stage II of the operation consists of 2 stations as shown on drawing number one. The drying/heating
performance of this apparatus by its proximity at the head of the runway will ensure an extended freeze
point holdover time as he aircraft proceeds down the takeoff runway. The freeze point holdover time is
estimated to be 2.2 minutes in weather conditions of moderate to heavy freezing rain with an outside air
temperature of 0°F to 27°F, and 4.3 minutes in the same weather condition than outside air temperature
of 27°F to 36°F. The final drying/heating efforts of the 4 apparatuses positioned at the 4 quadrants of the
aircraft drying simultaneously in extreme weather conditions will require a minimum of 4 minutes
duration of the application. In effort to ensure takeoff intervals of 2 minutes, 1.5 minutes in moderate
weather conditions duel operation stations will be required one behind the other. The close proximity to
the aircraft is advantageous, by which the jet engine exhaust blowback from the lead aircraft will aid in
the preheating the front of fuselage as well as the wings of the aircraft position at the first drying station.
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Figure One: Deicing apparatus Item 1, relative position the aircraft on the deicing pad. 2: Articulating
deicing/heating, main boom. 3: Boom ark range of motion. The proximity of the deicing units and the
reach of the boom allows the opportunity the deicing of the adjacent apparatus. 4: Above ground hot air
duct pipe supply lines layout and location.
Section View 5: Optional below ground duct pipe supply lines, to be included in the deicing pad
construction bid package. 6: Deicing units quick connect supply line to the underground piping through a
cast in concrete plate covered terminal junction. 7: Automatic pop-up diffuser plate cast in concrete.
Selection of this option will be extremely advantageous to expedite a faster set up time, especially for
large international airports and employing six deicing stations pads and two heating/drying station pads.
8: Underground clear water discharge line from item 9: Cast in concrete heavy galvanized great cover
trench drain into the stormwater collection system. Underground ( below freeze line ) water supply line
located adjacent to each of the four deicing apparatuses'. Water supply may be ascertained from one of
the following: purchased from the City or Municipal Utility District, on-site well water, or pumped from a
nearby reservoir through a filtering system. 11: Deicing units quick connect supply line to the
underground water supply line to a quick connect casting concrete terminal junction.
Figure Two: New concrete deicing pad dimension layout, locating placement of the underground water
supply lines, discharge line from the water collection trench drain located down the center of the pad.
Concrete pad grade elevations depicting adequate slope of deicing runoff water and melted slush to the
collection trench.
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Item 1: Main articulating deicing/heating/cleaning boom. Item 2: Heated operators control cabin boom.
One main deicing boom is position forward of the engines at a 30° angle from horizontal. The adjacent
deicing boom is position aft of the engines at a 60° angle from horizontal. The positioning and angle of
the two deicing booms is critical to the operational design features to prevent contamination, especially
clear ice from being ingested by the engines. The two deicing booms will apply opposing forces while
sweeping the surface of the wing simultaneously from the fuselage the end of the wing for the deicing
first pass, and back to the fuselage for the second deicing pass. The lower angle of the forward deicing
boom forces being directed aft will ensure that ice debris dislodged from the leading edge of the wing,
and the ice debris dislodged from the back of the wing applied by the aft boom operating at a higher
angle will ensure that all debris will be swept from the upper surface of the wing to fall to the ground at
the trailing edge of the wing, over the flight controls surfaces set in the upper position. While practicing
this extremely effective safety control operational protocol, to safeguard against engine damage, the
engines would not have to be shut down during the deicing operation, saving precious minutes of the
procedure. With the engine running, unyielding caution measures must be employed to detect clear ice
adhering to the leading-edge of the wing. Recognizing the amount of ice buildup and the area the wing
most affected is paramount, and must be ascertained both operators prior to the commencement of the
deicing efforts, a problematic and challenging task by visual and technical camera monitoring inspection
in extreme weather conditions with freezing rain. The 5 nozzle/duel heater manifold is fitted with an
advanced infrared thermal imaging camera system, monitored in the operators control cabin provides
invaluable enlightenment to the operator, of the contaminated condition of the aircraft wing. Another
critical design feature of the deicing/cleaning boom positioned at a high angle from the surface of the
wing is to facilitate a high-pressure clear water cleaning of all mechanical components of the flight
controls, to remove the accumulation of expanded glycol type IV anti-icing residue which may be
present, accumulated at a previous destination or destinations, restricting mechanical flight control
movement, a well known safety concern issue throughout the industry. Upon completion of the removal
of ice and snow contaminants from the wings, the deicing operators will communicate with the flight
crew to commence the preflight check list, starting with the continuous positioning movement of all
wing flight controls and slats to allow for a thorough cleaning and removal of debris and expanded glycol
contamination from the critical control areas. The same procedure will also be conducted for the deep
cleaning of the elevator and rudder mechanical controls. Note: Glycol type IV anti-icing residue
remaining in these critical flight control areas during flight have been known to expand 7 times its
original viscosity state. Removal of glycol residue is firmly recommended by the FAA, ACRP advisories.
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US/International Patented Airports Business Method Plan for Deicing Aircraft
A comprehensive method for improved aircraft ground deicing efficiency has been developed for the
restructuring and revitalization of America's airports Federal Aviation Administration winter operations
"Snow and Ice Control Plan". Aircraft deicing efficiency is due to a specifically designed fixed base of
operation designated aircraft ground deicing facility located in close proximity adjacent to the airport
tarmac, stage I of the two-stage method plan. Stage I will consist of up to six designated deicing
operation pads for the processing of sixth aircraft simultaneously at the busiest of international airports
to maintain regular flight departures in adverse weather conditions consistent with departure intervals
in clear weather conditions, eliminating the costly delays and flight cancellations, including extremely
costly fines associated with such.
Stage II will be located at the approach from the tarmac to the head of the takeoff runway, defined by
the FAA as "Threshold Deicing", a practice strongly recommended by the FAA. Although many airports
have relocated their deicing efforts from the terminal gate to a designated operations area near the
tarmac, this does not constitute "Threshold Deicing", as may be claimed utilizing this method.
"Threshold Deicing" by FAA definition will be located at the head of the runway. Actual "Threshold
Deicing" is by far the most comprehensive and safest method by which the ground deicing operators
and the aircraft flight crew can ascertain the airworthiness of the aircraft at the time of clearance for
takeoff, rather than completing deicing at a remote location whereby the aircraft returns to the tarmac
lineup for an extended period of time while being exposed to deicing conditions, especially during
events of precipitation. During this time in the lineup, in many cases 15 to 30 minutes, surpassing the
holdover time of the effectiveness of icing preventative coating of glycol-based type IV anti-icing
formula. Confidence of the flightcrews previous assessment, certifying of the airworthiness of the
aircraft would be greatly diminished at this time, requiring a critical judgment call by the Captain and
First Officer to return to the designated deicing area for a second deicing procedure, resulting in
sometimes a delay of several hours, or to proceed with the scheduled flight departure time. The latter
of which has been documented as a cause of numerous catastrophes causing loss of life. The chemical
deicing Business Method Plan of airports winter operations currently being practiced in this country is
unsuitable and incapable of facilitating a "Threshold Deicing" plan due to two physical restrictions. One:
The Environmental Protection Agency requirement of the construction of deicing/anti-icing chemical
recovery pads located at the designated deicing operations area. Two: the deicing apparatus, fitted on
mobile deicing trucks of which require recycling of these vehicles to chemical storage area to be
replenished, returning to deicing operations area, resulting in an unfeasible volume of vehicle ground
traffic within the tarmac and apron area conflicting with aircraft ground traffic, in an attempt to travel
to the head of the runway, the only prescribed location by definition of actual "Threshold Deicing".
Stage II nonchemical deicing, unlike stage I nonchemical deicing utilizing heated water and forced hot
air of deicing efforts, stage II only employees forced hot air final drying and heating of the aircraft
critical surfaces just prior to takeoff, eliminating the necessity of constructing a chemical recovery
system. Stage II threshold aircraft deicing efficiency is due to a specifically designed mobile vehicle
deicing apparatus, capable of quickly being relocated the opposite end of the runway in the event of
the possibility of takeoff redirection.
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